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Private equity firm Navis Capital Partners 
has launched an S$77.4 million ($55 million) 
bid for container-services company Eng Kong 
Holdings, with the intention of taking the 
publicly listed firm private.

Per the terms of the offer, Navis will pay 
stakeholders $0.20 a share – a more than 37% 
premium over Eng Kong’s trading price the day 
before the bid. The 
proposal, which has 
reportedly been 
endorsed by Eng Kong’s 
key managers, would 
give Navis a controlling 
66.4% stake in the 
company with a total of 
174,268,600 shares.

Navis’s Co-Managing Partner Rodney Muse 
told AVCJ that Eng Kong was a viable target 
because of its strong positioning in Southeast 
Asia’s container-services market. “It’s an industry 
we like and understand and one that we can 
predict in some ways,” he said. 

Muse added that Navis plans to grow the 
company through geographic expansion to 

other key Southeast Asia 
shipping hubs.

Singapore-based Eng 
Kong, a warehouse- and 
container-services operator, 
claims 600 staff with 
operations in Singapore, 
China, Hong Kong, Malaysia, 
and Thailand – considered 

among the region’s most active ports. 
Eng Kong’s annual report suggests that the 

company is healthy with a growing cache of 
assets. In 2008, it owned more than $21.2 million 
in current assets and claimed only $1.4 million of 
loans. Its assets grew to more than $30 million in 
2009. It further touts that its diversified interests 
aided business during a fiscally challenging 2009, 
with its warehouse and storage enterprises buoying 
revenues in light of decreased shipping activities. 

The company’s growth potential is also 
apparent. According to the Ministry of Transport, 
total annual business spending in Singapore from 
all approved international shipping enterprise 
companies was $1.9 billion in 2009, down from 
$2.3 billion in 2008. The Ministry estimates that 
figure will rebound to $2.1 billion in 2010.

Eng Kong’s key management ¬- including 
Deputy Chairman Eddie Li Hung, Managing 
Director Paul Ng Kam Ming and Executive 
Director Godfrey Leung Wai Kuen ¬- is slated to 
remain at the company during at least the initial 
conversion process, Muse said, adding that the 
issue of succession planning will be discussed at 
a later time.  

Navis bids for Sing shipping 
container services group

Asia has over $233 billion in 
funds under management

Just where and how are these funds distributed?  Read all 
about it in AVCJ Private Equity and Venture Capital Report, the 
annual series of regional reports by the leading source of 
information on Asian private equity, venture capital and M&A.

Reviewing the year’s activity in the industry, the regional 
reports are filled with up-to-date data and intelligence 
on fundraising, investments, exits and M&A. They also 

feature information on key companies and transactions.  
Offering global perspective alongside local opportunities, 
the regional reports include Australasia, China, India, 
Japan & Korea, and Southeast Asia.

For more information or to order, call Sally Yip at +(852) 
3411 4921 or email AVCJsubscriptions@incisivemedia.
com.
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* as of September 30, 2009.  Source:  AVCJ
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The AsiAn consumer, like  
the pre-crisis US consumer, has 
become a dependable staple and 
continues to be of particular interest 
for Asia Pacific investors looking 
to make investments. Consumer 
plays founded on rising disposable 
income are a recurring theme for 
Asia Pacific private equity. But there 
are many more ways to play this 
proposition than the plain-vanilla 
investment in a PRC retail chain or 
insurance company. AVCJ looks at 
the case for investing in Asia Pacific 
consumption and some of the more 
interesting and counter-intuitive 
variations on the theme. 

Asia’s consumers have 
weathered the GFC and the 
challenges it presented to export-
led economic models in many of 
their home markets, according to 
anecdotal and statistical indicators. 
A recent InsightAsia consumer 
confidence survey registered very 
positive sentiment in China and 
Southeast Asia as 2010 unfolds, 
with China and Malaysia scoring 
125, Vietnam 132, and Singapore 
138 against a neutral rating of 100 

– albeit also with Indonesia and 
Thailand slightly negative at 94 and 
93 respectively. 

However, though the Asian 
consumer thesis may remain 
intact, understanding it and 

its nuances remains a 
different question. Dr 
Amlan Roy, Head of 
Global Demographics 
and Pensions Research at 
Credit Suisse in London, 
emphasizes that, “While 
I’m bullish on emerging 
markets, I believe we 
should treat these countries 
very differently. India 
and China are on totally 
different planets as regards 
their demographics and 
per copita spending.
He adds, “The biggest 
component of GDP is total 
consumption expenditures. 
And to understand these 
expenditures by consumers, 
we have to understand 
demographics.”

Opening a new consumer 
market
Consumer market potential led 
CVC to take a pioneering role 
in a recently neglected market, 
and become one of the leading 
investors in Indonesia for the 

current investment cycle, with its 
$773 million majority investment 
in leading local retail chain PT 
Matahari Putra Prima (Matahari).

Sigit Prasetya, Partner with 
CVC in Indonesia, is clear on the 

rationale. “Indonesia is the fourth 
most populous country in the 
world,” he told AVCJ. “It has very 
young demographics … The 
middle class has been growing 
in double digits.” Furthermore, 
Indonesia’s market characteristics 
make consumer plays a very 
attractive way to capture the overall 
market growth. “About 65-70% of 
GDP growth is driven by domestic 
consumption,” Prasetya added.

The attractions of Matahari itself 
as a business also are considerable. 
“If you look at competition, it is a lot 
less intense compared to China. In 
the retail sector, there may be only 
three or four major players,” Prasetya 
continued. “Matahari is the number 
one player by far. It has been around 

for more than 55 years.” This is 
consistent with CVC’s preference for 
investing in the leading businesses 
in its target markets.

Against these market and 
business merits weigh the risks of 
investing in Indonesia, which have 
conspired to produce a number of 
proverbially poor outcomes for a 
previous generation of international 
investors. Today there are still has 
some lingering concerns over 
domestic stability, security, and the 
legal framework. “There are many 
attractions, but very many risks,” Roy 
Kuan, Managing Partner with CVC 
Asia, told AVCJ. However, he added, 
“this business still seemed attractive 
against those risks.”

There are hurdles to investment 
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